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In-situ Monitoring, Identification and 
Quantification of Strain Deformation in 
Composites under Cyclic Flexural Loading 
using Nylon/Ag Fiber Sensor 
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Abstract— Despite having vast structural applications, 

Composites are not exempt from limitations and are susceptible 
to deforming during operation. Therefore, it is essential to 
develop in-situ monitoring systems to avoid their catastrophic 
failure or high repairing cost. So, the objective of this study was 
to monitor the deformation behavior of composites subjected to 
cyclic flexural deformation in real-time using a Nylon/Ag fiber 
sensor. Nylon/Ag fiber sensor was integrated at different 
direction i.e. 0°, +45°, 90°, -45° gradually between each ply of 
the composite specimens which were then machined in star 
shape where each leg signified the direction of the sensor. These 
specimens were then tested under cyclic flexural deflection at 
the strain rate of 2mm/min for 10 cycles. Mechanical results of 
composite specimens and electrical response of each Nylon/Ag 
sensor fiber showed excellent repeatability however, each 
Nylon/Ag fiber sensor showed a specific resistance behavior 
because of their respective position. The increase or decrease in 
the resistance of the fiber sensor signified the presence of tensile 
or compressive strain respectively and the intensity of the signal 
quantified the amount of deformation. The results confirmed 
that the fiber sensor showed good potential as flexible sensor 
reinforcement in composites for in-situ monitoring, 
identification and quantification of the deformation. 

Index Terms— Composite structures; Mechanical 
Deformations; In-situ strain monitoring; fiber sensor. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Composites have substituted traditional materials in almost 
every engineering and structural applications because of their 
extraordinary mechanical strength, low density, structural 
durability, resistance to environmental factors and cost 
effectiveness however, even they have limitations and are 
prone to damage such as fiber cracking, matrix failure, 
delamination, thermal deformation and environmental 
degradation [1–4]. So, it is essential to monitor their behavior 
during extreme loading situations or environmental 
surroundings to avoid their sudden failure [5–7]. Structural 
health monitoring (SHM) is a well-known technique widely 
use to monitor the performance of materials in working 
conditions to ensure safe and reliable structures [8].  
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These monitoring systems were established progressively 
over the time from non-destructive methods to in-situ 
monitoring of materials [9–12]. Numerous studies had 
frequently designed systems to detect strain deformation and 
various types of failures such as thermal deformation, fiber 
cracking, debonding/delamination etc. in composites using 
different SHM methods under flexural deflection however, 
very less or no information was available about the influence 
of the location of the sensor on their sensitivity and damage 
detection [13–19]. Furthermore, no evidence is available in 
the literature to understand the response of the sensor in 
differentiating and quantifying damage during flexural 
deformation.  
The change in electrical resistance measurement (ER) in 
which resistance change of the material is measured during 
operation was one of the in-situ SHM technique used for 
monitoring the performance of composites during operation 
[21–25]. It was often used for carbon fiber reinforced 
polymer composites (CFRP) because of their good electrical 
conductance and worked based on contact change and 
rearrangement of carbon fibers with in composites during 
deformation [26,27]. The response signal of resistance 
change in this technique was in direct correlation to the 
applied strain in case of unidirectional (UD) fiber composites 
but was more complexed for composites with randomly 
dispersed fibers specifically in applications with large 
deformation such as bending [28–31]. Besides, this technique 
was considered unfavorable for cementitious composites or 
glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) composites because 
of their high resistivity which required addition of nano 
fillers to improve their self-sensing performance [32,33]. 
However, increasing the conductivity of the composites 
structures with the addition of nano fillers was not applicable 
on large scaled structures because it would require huge 
percentage of nano fillers to achieve good conductance 
behavior that could also result in dispersion problems and 
high cost [32,33].   
Flexible smart textiles were than considered to be a favorable 
alternative for the SHM of structural composites because 
after insertion, they could not only monitor the deformation 
of the structure but also act as reinforcement [34–37]. This 
working principle of these flexible conductive sensors i.e. 
textiles, fabrics and yarns, is similar to that of traditional 
strain gauges [35].  
Conductive polymers were first used for in-situ damage 
monitoring of composites however, their conductivity was 
less as compared to nano particles and they were unstable 
under environmental effects [38–41]. Likewise, inserting or 
coating conductive nano particles for example graphene, 
carbon black, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), etc. on polymeric 
yarns and fabrics were also considered for in-situ SHM of 
structures [41].  
CNTs based fibers were used numerous times for in-situ 
structural health monitoring of composites because of their 
outstanding impact resistance, flexibility and high sensitivity 
[43,44]. In addition to damage detection, these ultra-high 
sensitive sensors were also studied for wearable devices and 

electronic skins for medical applications [44,45]. However, 
the sensitivity of CNT based sensors could be affected after 
insertion into the composite structures for two reasons, first is 
the porous network of CNTs which is permeable to resin 
molecules and second is the tunneling effect [46–49]. In 
addition, sensors developed with reduced graphene oxide 
(RGO) also showed good flexibility, sensitivity with good 
stability in in-situ monitoring of high strain applications and 
did not show any resin penetration because of their surface 
and geometry conformability [50]. RGO based conductive 
elastomer composites had been used in strain monitoring of 
rubber seal because of their high sensitivity with GF higher 
than 143 and high flexibility with strain sensing range up to 
170 [51]. However, RGO is toxic in nature and had stability 
issues when exposed to air [53,54].  
Furthermore, metal nanoparticles such as nickel, gold, 
aluminum, copper, silver and stainless steel were also used for 
in-situ SHM application  but among all these nano particles, 
silver (Ag) had great potential as coating material on flexible 
substrates such as polymer textiles and yarns because of its 
stability in air, competitive price, good conductivity and 
mechanical performance [54–57]. Silver nano wires (AgNWs) 
had been studied as capacitive touch sensor when deposited 
on polymeric composite structure and successfully 
demonstrated its application as sensing human touch even in 
folded state [58].  In additions, Ag nano particles had already 
been studied for anti-microbial activities and in medical 
monitoring as wearable electronic clothes with good 
responsivity, stability and repeatability in strain sensing 
signals [60–62]. However, application of Ag coated fabric 
regarding SHM of composites is still limited. Y. Qureshi et al. 
[62,63] recently investigated the application of Ag coated 
nylon yarn as strain sensor under tensile loading and found 
that the position of Nylon/Ag sensor wire played an important 
part in identification of type of strain and damage [64]. 
Moreover, they also found out in their extended study that 
position of Nylon/Ag sensor wire, at different locations 
through thickness in respective specimens but in same 
direction, differentiated in type of strain and damage in each 
specimen subjected to flexural loading up to fracture [65]. 
However no or very little information is available regarding 
the use of flexible sensor wires [62] when placed in different 
directions i.e. 0°, +45°, 90°, -45° to detect strain deformation 
in composites subjected to flexural deformation and to study 
the combined complex deformation behavior of composites 
through plies and with in plies.  
Accordingly, an experimental study was conducted to 
examine the in-situ monitoring capability of Nylon/Ag fiber 
sensor for the deformation of composite material during 
repeated flexural loading. The fiber sensors were placed in 
different directions i.e. 0°, +45°, 90°, -45° regarding the roller 
axis and each fiber sensor in individual positions was 
separated by the single ply in all three specimens. The results 
presented interesting behaviors and indicated that the fiber 
sensor did not only monitored the deformation in each cycle 
but also demonstrated that the location and direction of the 
sensor played an important part in differentiating and 
quantifying different types of deformations. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

A. Fabrication Procedure 
Nylon/Ag fiber sensors were developed by depositing Ag 

nanoparticles as uniform continuous film on every filament 
of Nylon by using electroless plating process because of its 
effectiveness and simplicity in use even for complex 
substrates/geometries. The complete process is described in 
detail in [63] and has been presented in Figure 1. Briefly 
described, in this process, nylon yarn was cleaned with 
ethanol to remove any surface impurities then treated with 
silver nitrate (AgNO3) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) at 
130°C for 2 hours. After that, reduction process in ammonia 
(NH3) environment was carried out for a period of 2 hours 
which reduced the Ag(I) to Ag(0) ions and finally, silver 
nanoparticles were deposited on the surface of nylon. 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) further verified the 
homogeneous deposition of Ag nanoparticles on every 
filament of the Nylon yarn [64], Figure 2. Then the fiber 
sensor was cut into specific length and was inserted between 
the plies of chopped glass fibers in their respective position 
and direction during the fabrication of the composite 
specimen. Five plies of chopped glass fiber were used for 
reinforcement and to separate the fiber sensor from each 
other. In addition, the chopped fiber mat ensured isotropic 
mechanical behavior with poor conductivity and electrical 
isolation for each fiber sensor. Nylon/Ag fiber sensors were 
inserted in the specimen in their particular direction such that 
sensor A was in 0° between plies 1 and 2, sensor B was in 
45° between plies 2 and 3, sensor C was in 90° between plies 
3 and 4 and sensor D was in -45° between plies 4 and 5 from 
bottom to top. After mixture of resin and hardener was added 
into the mold, full insertion of fiber sensors was achieved in 
each specimen. After curation process of 48 hours at room 
temperature, the specimens were machined using CNC 
(Computer numerical control) machine in a star shape in 
which each leg represented the direction and placement of 
the fiber sensor, Figure 3a. The sample consisted of 5 mm of 
thickness and each leg of the star shape was 25 mm in width 
and approximately 200 mm in length, Figure 3b. 
Furthermore, the geometrical illustration of the star sample 
explained the location and direction of the fiber sensors in 
each lag and within the plies (through thickness), Figure 3d.   

B. Experimental Procedure 
The GF of Nylon/Ag fiber was tested experimentally as 

described in [63], Figure 4. The star specimen was placed 
between the rollers in the INSTRON-50 machine in such a 
manner that sensor A was along the roller axis and data 
acquisition system was attached to the electrode wires 
connected to the Nylon/Ag fiber sensors, Figure 5. It was 
vital to ensure that the sample was positioned properly 
among the rollers and the electrical connections were isolated 
from any metallic part of the machine to avoid any external 
influence on the electrical response of the fiber sensors. 
Then, the test was performed at low strain rate i.e. 2 mm/min 
up to 2 kN to avoid any permanent deformation and each test 
was performed for 10 cycles. The mechanical response of the 
specimen with the electrical profile of all four fiber sensors 

was obtained.  

III.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

A. Electromechanical response and GF calculation of the 
Nylon/Ag fiber sensor 

The results of Nylon/Ag fiber sensor showed that the 
resistance was gradually changing with the strain deformation 
which indicated good correlation between its 
electromechanical behavior, Figure 6a. GF showed high strain 
sensitivity of the fiber sensor and was calculated by 
calculating the change in the resistance during the strain 
deformation of the sensor as shown in eq. 1. 

                (1) 

The GF of Nylon/Ag fiber sensor was found to be in between 
21-25 with in the elastic limit [63], Figure 6b. 

B. Deformation mechanism and mechanical characterization 
of composite star specimen 

It was important to comprehend the flexural deformation of 
the composite sample to comprehend the signal of the 
Nylon/Ag fiber sensor. Star specimens were placed in the 
machine as simply supported beam with one leg of the 
specimen placed on the bottom rollers and flexural deflection 
and force was applied by the third roller at the center of the 
span length of the respective leg of the star sample, Figure 7a. 
Moreover, in each test sample was placed in the machine in 
such a way that sensor A was along the roller axis and the leg 
of the star sample with sensor C was between the three rollers 
i.e. along the span length. When the star samples were applied 
with the flexural deflection, the sample strained inside the 
span length and this deformation resulted in compression 
strain at the top surface (shown by green) because of the 
compressive forces applied by the roller whereas, this 
deformation caused tensile strain near the bottom surface 
because of the elongation (shown by red arrows), Figure 7b. 
Then these compressive and tensile deformations progressed 
through each ply from top and bottom surface and could result 
in macro damage such as fiber fracture, matrix cracking and/or 
interlaminar shear failure. 
Three flexural tests were performed successfully. Sample 1 & 
2 were placed in the machine in such a manner that sensor A 
was in the bottom position along the roller axis (case I) and 
the leg with sensor C was between the rollers. However, 
sample 3 was placed in the machine in such a manner that 
sensor A was in the top position, sensor D was in the bottom 
position (case II) while keeping the leg with sensor C between 
the rollers, Figure 8. This step was performed to test the 
sensitivity of the fiber sensor and its ability to detect and 
identify type of deformation with in the plies of composite 
under flexural deformation and results showed that it had no 
effect on the mechanical performance of the specimens with 
good repeatability in results, Figure 9. Moreover, experimental 
mechanical properties consisting of flexural strength, strain, 
and modulus were calculated using eq. (2)-(4) 
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                 (2) 

                 (3) 

                 (4) 

Where,  is flexural stress,   is flexural strain, 
flexural modulus of elasticity, F is the load at a given 

point on the load deflection curve, L is span length, b is width 
of specimen, d is thickness, D is deflection, and m is the 
gradient of the initial straight-line portion of the load 
deflection curve.  

Moreover, the mechanical behavior of all the three star-
samples was similar to each other regardless of the placement 
of the specimen. This further confirmed that the placement of 
fiber sensors at different positions [65] and directions did not 
influence the mechanical behavior and integrity of the 
composite sample and its isotropic nature. Although, it should 
be kept in mind that the objective of this study was to 
examine the sensitivity and in-situ monitoring response of the 
Nylon/Ag fiber sensor incorporated into the composite 
specimens subjected to cyclic flexural loading 

C. In-situ monitoring and identification of strain 
deformation by Nylon/Ag fiber sensor 

The resistance of Nylon/Ag fiber sensor changed gradually in 
each case with the strain applied and demonstrated good 
signal response but, when samples were deforming each fiber 
sensor inside the sample demonstrated unique signal response 
because of their specific position regarding the roller axis and 
position through the thickness. Test 1 and test 2 were 
conducted by performed by positioning the specimens in 
such manner that sensor A along the roller axis and was on 
the bottom position regarding the thickness or loading axis 
while the specimen of test 3 was positioned in such manner 
that sensor A  was along the roller axis but was on the top 
position regarding the thickness or loading axis. The position 
of the other sensors i.e. B, C, and D was changed accordingly 
(as discussed previously, see Figure 8) however, the leg of 
the star specimen with sensor C remained the loaded leg in 
all two cases.  

• Test 1 and Test 2 validated the repeatability in electrical 
response and in-situ monitoring behavior of the fiber 
sensor. All four fiber sensors showed changed in 
resistance and correlated perfectly during mechanical 
deformation of the composite specimen in both tests, 
Figure 10. Also, it was detected that all fiber sensors were 
showing decrease in resistance with an increase in strain 
and vice versa. The magnitude of change in resistance of 
sensor C was maximum in comparison with sensor A, B 
and D.    

• Test 3 was conducted and related with test 1 to understand 
the sensitivity of the fiber sensor regarding the loading 

axis and placement through the thickness of the specimen, 
Figure 11. Sensor C which was place within the loaded leg 
in both cases showed opposite behavior and demonstrated 
the maximum increase in resistance in test 3 while other 
three sensors again showed decrease in resistance however, 
change in magnitude of each signal was recorded, Figure 
11. 

In both cases all 4 sensors showed interesting behavior and it 
was necessary to compare and discuss in detail the response of 
each fiber sensor sequentially to understand the deformation 
behavior of the composite star specimen. 

• Sensor A: as described earlier, it was placed in 0° direction 
with respect to the roller axis in both cases however, in case 
I it was positioned on the bottom while in case II it was 
positioned on the top. It should be kept in mind that this leg 
of the star specimen was not supported by the rollers and 
was not under the direct flexural load whether it was case I 
or II. This leg of the star specimen was only under the 
localized effect of the central roller which was applying the 
load and displacement to the specimen. This localized 
effect resulted in the detection of compression stresses that 
could be generated in the surface beneath the central roller. 
In addition, the increase in magnitude of the signal justified 
the position of the sensor A with respect to the loading 
axis/through thickness i.e. in case I it was at the bottom 
position where minimum compression strain was generated 
while in Case II it was on the top position where effect of 
the compression strain is maximum, Figure 12a. 

• Sensor B: as described earlier, sensor B was placed in 45° 
direction with respect to the roller axis in both cases 
however, in case I it was positioned second from the bottom 
while in case II it was positioned second from the top 
surface i.e. between the plies 2 and 3.  This leg of the star 
specimen was also not supported by the rollers and was not 
under the direct flexural load whether it was case I or II. It 
was also only under the localized effect of the central roller 
which was applying the load and displacement to the 
specimen. This localized effect resulted in the detection of 
compression stresses that could be generated in the surface 
beneath the central roller. However, the magnitude of 
change in resistance of sensor B in comparison with sensor 
A in case I was more because it was closer to the effect of 
central roller than sensor A, Figure 10. In addition, when 
position of the specimen was changed in case II, sensor B 
showed increase in the magnitude of the signal in 
comparison with the signal of the sensor B in case I because 
of more effect of applied compression load by the central 
roller, Figure 12b. But this increase in magnitude was less 
than the increase in magnitude of the signal of sensor A in 
case II because when position of the specimen was change 
sensor A was more in contact with the central roller than 
sensor B where the effect of compression strain was higher, 
Figure 11.  

• Sensor C: as described earlier, sensor C was placed in 90° 
direction with respect to the roller axis in both cases 
however, in case I it was positioned third from the bottom 
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while in case II it was positioned third from the top 
surface i.e. between the plies 3 and 4.  This leg of the 
star specimen was the only segment of the star specimen 
supported by the rollers and was under the direct 
flexural load whether it was case I or II. The whole leg 
experienced the bending effect during the experiment 
and showed most interesting behavior. This sensor did 
not only showed change in the magnitude of the signal 
but also showed different deformation detection. In case 
I, sensor C showed decrease in resistance with the 
increase in the applied strain and the magnitude of the 
signal was maximum in comparison with sensor A, B, 
and D, Figure 12. This maximum magnitude of the 
signal in case I of sensor C was not only because of the 
fact that it was closer to the effect of the applied 
compression load by the roller but also because of the 
reason that this whole leg of the star specimen was 
deforming, and the sensor detected the overall 
deformation in the leg instead of localized deformation. 
In addition, when position of the specimen was changed 
in case II, sensor C was the only sensor showed increase 
in resistance with the increase in the applied strain in 
addition to the maximum magnitude of the signal in 
comparison with the other fiber sensors. The increase in 
resistance confirmed the detection of tensile deformation 
near the bottom surface of the composite star specimen 
and justified the deformation mechanism of the 
specimen which is subjected to flexural loading, Figure 
11.  However, the magnitude of the signal of the sensor 
C during the detection of tensile deformation was less 
than the magnitude of the signal during the detection of 
compression strain because of its position through the 
thickness of the specimen, Figure 12c.   

• Sensor D: as described earlier, it was placed in -45° 
direction with respect to the roller axis in both cases 
however, in case I it was positioned on the top while in 
case II it was positioned on the bottom. It should be kept 
in mind that this leg of the star specimen was not 
supported by the rollers and was not under the direct 
flexural load whether it was case I or II. This leg of the 
star specimen was only under the localized effect of the 
central roller which resulted in the detection of 
compression stresses that could be generated in the 
surface beneath the central roller. In addition, the 
decrease in magnitude of the signal justified the position 
of the sensor D with respect to the loading axis/through 
thickness i.e. in case I it was at the top position where 
maximum compression strain was generated while in 
Case II it was on the bottom position where effect of the 
compression strain is minimum, Figure 12d. It was also 
observed sensor A in case I and sensor D showed 
similar behavior and vice versa because in case I and II 
sensor A and D interchanged their position from top to 
bottom with respect to the thickness, Figure 11.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

An experimental study was performed in this research to 
examine and understand the application of Nylon/Ag fiber 

sensor in in-situ monitoring and identification of strain 
deformation in composites under cyclic flexural deformation. 
At first, the GF of Nylon/Ag fiber sensor was calculated 
experimental and was found with the range of 21-25. Then, 
the fiber sensor was integrated with in the composite specimen 
at specific direction and position to demonstrate the strain 
detection behavior of the Nylon/Ag fiber sensor and 
identification of different types of deformation which occurred 
during flexural deflection. The experimental results showed 
good repeatability in the mechanical performance of the 
composite structures and response of the fiber sensor in 
monitoring of the deformation. Each fiber sensor showed 
individual response signal during the deformation of the 
composite specimen because of their specific position and 
direction. This distinct behavior of each fiber sensor 
confirmed the detection of different type of damage i.e. tensile 
or compression during the deflection and different intensity or 
magnitude of the signals quantified the amount of damage 
induced. Thus, each fiber sensor not only showed detection of 
different types of deformation but also indicated whether the 
deformation was overall or localized. The Nylon/Ag fiber 
sensor demonstrated good potential as a flexible reinforcement 
in composite materials for in-situ monitoring of strain because 
the applied strain was up to 1-2% for 10 cycles and the 
Nylon/Ag fiber showed perfect correlation of its signal with 
the applied strain in each cycle. This verified the stability and 
durability of this fiber sensor.  
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Fig.   1. Fabrication procedure of Nylon/Ag fiber sensor [63] 

 
Fig.   2. SEM of Nylon/Ag fiber sensor after fabrication [64] 
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(c) (d) 
Fig.   3. (a) Composite sample turned transparent after the fabrication and embedded Nylon/Ag fiber sensors were visible in each leg. (b) Geometric parameters of 

the star samples. (c)-(d) Geometrical illustration of the placement of each Nylon/Ag fiber sensor in individual leg and through thickness (section view) 
correspondingly. 
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Fig.   4. Setup to examine the electromechanical response of the fiber sensor experimentally [63]. 

 

Fig.   5. Setup to examine the in-situ monitoring performance of the Nylon/Ag fiber sensor when integrated with in the composite sample during three-point bend 
test. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig.   6. GF calculation of the Nylon/Ag fiber sensor. (a) shows that all three fiber sensor samples showed good electromechanical response. (b)  shows the GF of all 
three samples with repeatability in results. Error of sensitivity curve was also plotted in this figure of all three samples [63].  

  
(a) Placement specimen in the machine (b) Deformation behavior of the specimen 

Fig.   7. Deformation behavior of star specimen during three-point bend test. 

 
(a) Case I 
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(b)Case II 

Fig.   8. Position of the composite star samples between the three rollers for flexural bending: (a) Sample placement in test 1 and 2 when sensor A is at the bottom 
surface and sensor D is on the top while sensor C is in the loaded leg, (b) Sample placement in test 3 when sensor A is on the top and sensor D is in the bottom layer 

while sensor C is in the loaded leg. 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig.   9. Mechanical behavior of all three star-samples. (a) Elastic modulus (b) Overall flexural stress-strain behavior   
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Fig.   10. In-situ flexural strain monitoring in composite star sample by Nylon/Ag fiber sensor and validation of electrical response of each fiber sensor. 

 
Fig.   11. In-situ flexural strain monitoring by Nylon/Ag fiber sensor and study of strain sensitivity of each fiber sensor with respect to its position. In test-1, sensor 
A was on the bottom position with respect to the loading axis, while in test-2 the specimen was rotated with respect to the roller axis and placed in such a manner 

that sensor A was on the top position with respect to the loading axis. 
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(c) (d) 

Fig.   12. In-situ monitoring and strain identification by Ny/Ag fiber sensor in each direction with respect to the roller axis and position with respect to the loading 
axis or through thickness 

 


